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Migrating email from Outlook for Mac to other email clients. We collect profile messages, music from email, email from
Facebook, etc. Automatic saving of passwords. We set up automatic saving of password history on the server or database. You
are not doing any specific actions. Recovery point in the Outlook database. We restore the account you set up if you lose it or
close it. Account from Google Analytics: Track visitors with Google Analytics. With the help of AdWords, our web studio
created a company website and now we can analyze the number of incoming and outgoing calls, sales through the site, Google
AdWord campaign statistics, Google Adwords contextual advertising impressions and clicks statistics. Transferring the
AdWoman database from server to server. Our web page contains a huge number of Google Adsense advertisements, so we
could expand our advertising network. Removing old advertisements and creating new ones will be much easier when
transferring data to a new server. User location tracking. We track the geographic location of the user when viewing
information, searching, as well as searching and viewing data. Webcam school statistics. We post webcam statistics. This will
help you control the number of calls, cam calls and session duration. Setting up and managing email newsletters.We send our
clients useful web studio news, as well as training materials, articles, practical tasks that will help you in your work and provide
more useful information. Integration with social networks. After the transfer, we can embed your social media icons on the
website pages. Authorization and distribution. If your account has accounts in social networks, then you can use them for
authorization. Update passwords via email. We store passwords in the database in encrypted form. The password store is
switched via email whenever the data changes. In the normal case, we store these passwords on servers separately from the
account information itself. However, for greater security, we may store passwords on your computer, so we recommend that you
empty your password folders before sending passwords. Authentication. When you try to enter someone else's site, we check
your data through electronic devices. If you try to use someone else's account
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